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Renovations abound this year
EMILY CARES

Staff Writer
Returning students and faculty members may find themselves a little disoriented these days. With the opening of
Wyatt Hall and renovations of Collins
Library and the Cellar, the entire campus community has some adjusting to do
this fall.
Dedicated on Sunday, Aug. 27, Lowry
Wyatt Hall houses 17 state-of-the-art
classrooms. These classrooms include
two "turn around" classrooms that can
combine to provide central seminar
tables featuring computer workstations.
There are two lecture classrooms providing access to CD-ROM, laserdisc, videotape and computer programming. In
addition, there is a new foreign language
classroom/lab featuring computers for a
more technological approach to learning.
Besides accommodating classrooms,
Wyatt Hall also holds 70 faculty offices
for the nine academic departments based
in Wyatt. The humanities department,

previously held in Collins, are now located in Wyatt Hall.
Along with the vacancies from the removed faculty offices, numerous other
renovations of Collins have occurred.
The library now has 25 new Dell computers located on the ground floor, all
with access to both desktop software and
the Internet.
"I'm glad we're moving into the 21'
century finally...with more accessible
Internet resources," said senior Jen
Vetterman.
Gone are the most of the old individual
study carrels, replaced by book stacks,
10 group study rooms and nine new individual study carrels. The lack of individual study carrels has some students
questioning the quality of study space in
the renovated library; however, Library
Director Marilyn Mitchell disagrnes.
"We anticipate that the library is now
a quiet space everywhere," she said.
Another change is that the library has
now adopted a no food or drink policy.
This has many students wondering how

they can study without the aid of coffee,
snacks, or even water.
"It's absolutely ridiculous that we cannot have food and drink in the library,"
senior Wynn Rankin laments. "It's not a
public library. It's a private university,
and we're responsible students."
Those students deterred by the no food
and drink policy of the library may increasingly find themselves in the newly
remodeled pizza Cellar.
Located in the basement of the WSC,
the Cellar has a new look and aims to
attract new customers. Now accepting
both the Dining Service's point system
and cash, the Cellar hopes to create an
atmosphere of Logger pride coupled with
a variety of programming and fun activities throughout the year.
"Our goal is to create school spirit and
tradition as well as good food," said
ASUPS President Ryan Mello.
Look for upcoming information on the
grand opening of the Cellar on Sept. 15
as well as an October dedication of the
finished Collins Library.

The Dale Chihuly installation in Lowry
Wyatt Hall has attracted lots of attention.

University suspends two fraternities this semester
BRYHN IRESON

Assistant News Editor

lack of university recognition surely will not unite them as a
chapter, they are committed and will "do whatever it takes to
get back on campus."
The sanctions that face Sigma Alpha Epsilon, however, are
much more severe.
"In practice,. SAE does not exist at this point. Whether or
not they return to campus is up to them," said Gettmann.
"We are not permitted to hold chapter meetings, or any other
group activities where more than a quarter of our membership
is present," said SAE President Kevin Burke. The fraternity
has also lost the use of its chapter house.
There are a number of criteria that the chapter must fulfill
in order to be recognized by the University. They must host an
alcohol education event and rewrite all of their chapter riskmanagement and pledge education policies.

In the wake of several serious violations of University policy
and Pierce County law, two fraternity chapters have been placed
on suspensioh. Both suspended chapters, Phi Delta Theta and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, have a history of alcohol violations.
"This semester marks SAE's sixth consecutive term on some
sort of probation," said Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) President Brian Gettmann.
For Phi Delta Theta, the suspension is limited, lasting only
theduration of one semester. For the entire fall term, the chapter is forbidden to participate in any activity as a chapter. This
means no chapter meetings, functions, brotherhood activities
or recruitment. In the spring, however, Phi Delta Theta will be
allowed to return to full active status, as long as they
complete a set of criteria set forth in their suspension.
"We are coming back," stressed Phi Delt president
George Vogelei, "but it will take work."
In order to be recognized by the University, Phi Delta
Theta must bring a nationally recognized alcohol-education speaker to campus, and every brother must attend an alcohol education event, such as the "Know Your
Limits" class. In addition, they must rewrite many of
their risk-management policies.
"We can't just glide in," said Vogelei, but Phi Delt
does plan to reapply for recognition on Nov. 15, the earliest possible date.
Assuming success of the petitioning process, Phi Delt
will once again be recognized as a fraternity next spring,
and be able to participate in chapter activities such as
formal rush, IFC and social functions. They will still be
"dry," meaning they will follow their national commitment to alcohol- and substance-free housing. OptimisFacilities
tic about the upcoming year, Vogelei reports that while

workers remove letters from SAE.

Despite the daunting tasks ahead of them, SAE is hopeful
about their future.
"Our suspension is up for review on March 15, 2001, at which
time we will be allowed to resume normal chapter operations,
including handing out bids to prospective members," said
Burke. At this time, SAE will also be permitted to re-apply for
exclusive use of their previous residence, which has been used
to house transfer students this year.
The reasons for these fraternity suspensions are varied.
"There were no huge issues, but a chronic history of small
alcohol and risk-management problems," explained Gettmann.
For SAE, some of the problems include a fire in the chapter
house, violations of their "dry" status and Pierce County Law
Enforcement issuing Minor In Possession citations to several
brothers in the chapter house. Some of the past small infractions for Phi Delta Theta include violations of their alcohol-free policy and exorbitant damages to their house.
There were large events which led to the most recent
university investigations, however. Last spring, members of Sigma Alpha Epsilon participated in a pledge
retreat where upperclassmen supplied alcohol for the
entire group, Gettmann said.
"Virtually all members present consumed, and under the influence of alcohol destroyed and damaged a
great deal of property," he said.
The owners of the rental property in question contacted law enforcement and the University regarding
hazing and vandalism charges. This event resulted in a
total of eight infractions against SAE, four under the
Student Integrity Code and four under the Fraternity/
Sorority Recognition Policy.
The series of events leading to the suspension of Phi
Delta Theta was complicated, said Vogelei..At a barbeplease see Fraternities, page 3
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Tragedy strikes Usual

INTERNATIONAL
Fuel shortages cripple Europe
A recent shortage of gasoline has caused protests
nd panic in much of Europe, most notably in Britin, where gasoline prices have risen to over $5 per
allon, 75% of which is tax. Due to blockades and
rotests thousands of fueling stations have been left
ry, with extremely long lines at those stations that
o still have gasoline. Other countries, including
rance, Germany, Holland, and Belgium, have been
aralyzed by blockades created by truckers and taxi
rivers, who drive at a snails pace throughout main
ities to create a virtual standstill. Unions in Sween, Spain, and Ireland are organizing similar proests to occur this weekend.
Heavy rains bring flooding, death in Japan
23 to 31 inches of rain fell in the Tokyo region in
twenty-four hour period early this week, causing
ooding and mudslides throughout the area. Seven
eople are dead as a result, with two people still
issing. In addition,
1 we're injured.
60,000 were evacuted from their homes,
nd more than 50,000
ere forced to sleep in
ailway stations or in
tailed trains as they
aited for rail service
o resume, which it did
n Tuesday. 14 homes
ere destroyed, and
ver 12,000 at least
artially flooded.

JAKARTA (Reuters) - A car bomb tore through
a packed car park beneath Jakarta's stock exchange
on Wednesday, killing at least 15 people in a storm
of fire and debris and rekindling fear in a city
plagued by violence. The latest in a string of unsolved bombings of high-profile targets revived
the specter of instability in the world's fourth most
populous nation and stoked concerns that erratic
President Abdurrahman Wahid is not in control.
National police chief General Rusdihardjo quickly
announced security would
be boosted in the capital. The bombing came
on the eve of the resumption of former President
Suharto's graft trial, that many fear could trigger
violence by his supporters.

NATIONAL

Firestone puts "best theory" forward
WASHINGTON —
Firestone, under pressure in the aftermath of
at least 88 tire-related
traffic deaths in the
USA, has narrowed its
search for the cause of
tread separation in recalled Wilderness ATstyle tires to design and
manufacturing problems.
,64 the same time,
Fir4stone Vice Presided John Lampe cauNetherlands
tioned against ruling
rants marriage
ci the Ford Explorer,
British Prepare to escort feul
ights to gays
the vehicle most often
On Tuesday, the
trucks past blockades.
involved in fatal tire
utch Parliament
failures, as a contribus assed a bill allowing gay couples to legally wed, tor to the wrecks that led to the recall of 6.5 milaking them the second European country after
lion tires. Lampe's testimony to the Senate ComD enmark to sanction full-fledged marriage for ho- merce Committee was significant because it was
osexual partners. This legislation is a step further the first time in the five weeks since the recall that
han the "registered same-sex partnerships" that Firestone has offered even a glimmer of a reason
ere previously permitted in the Netherlands, and for the cause of
e still the norm in Sweden and Norway. This bill
disintegrating tires. His comments also marked
rings divorce guidelines, and an increase in adopthe most aggressive Firestone stance yet against
on rights to gay couples. The bill passed with supFord Motor, which has insisted that the potentially
ort from all major Dutch
fatal tire problem rests entirely with the tires, not
political parties.
with vehicles. Firestone also said it will replace
for free the 1.6 million tires that were the subject
Spanish police arrest 19 for ETA links
of an NHTSA consumer advisory on Sept. 1.
MADRID- Spanish police arrested 19 people on Owners of the tires who buy a replacement from a
ednesday in what was hailed as a devastating blow
Firestone competitor will be reimbursed.
gainst the political leadership of ETA, the Basque
Mormons pull hundreds of kids out of school
eparatist group waging an escalating campaign of
COLORADO CITY, Ariz. — Hundreds of
iolence. Some 300 police detained 18 suspects in
members of a polygamous Mormon splinter group
series of dawn raids in the Basque Country and have pulled their children out of the public schools
he neighbouring Navarre region and took a 19th
along the Utah-Arizona
erson into custody in Madrid, the Interior Minisborder and are opting for homeschooling instead
y said.
— preparing, perhaps, for the end
ETA has been linked to 12 killings this year since
of the world. Only about 350 students have enailing off a 14-month ceasefire last December. Its
rolled in the four schools in the desert
ummer offensive of bombings and assassinations
towns of Colorado City and Hildale, Utah, comas been the bloodiest for a decade. ETA, which pared with 1,400 last year. Since the
tands for Basque Homeland and Freedom in the
start of the school year two weeks ago, many
asque language, has been blamed for about 800 classrooms have been nearly empty. Attendance
eaths in its 32-year-long fight for an
was down so much at one middle school that auindependent Basque state that it hopes to carve
thorities closed it and sent the remaining students
ut of northern Spain and southern France
to another school.
Jakarta bomb kills 15 in storm of fire

News Around the Globe is compiled weekly
by Bryhn Ireson from Reuters, USAToday
Online, and ABCNEWS Online

Friends of Eric Toews painted this mural in his memory just a
day after the Usual closed for business.
SHERRARD EWING

Staff Writer
I could not help but expect the sound
of open mike poetry or someone playing
the upright piano, never mind the usual
hubbub and din of espresso machines.
But when I came by the Usual the last
evening of August, after their landlord
had abruptly terminated their lease, the
place was cold and barren. The only
sound greeting me was the hiss of spraypaint cans, as a couple of the coffee shop
regulars paid one last tribute to their
friend and coworker, Erik Toews, who
was brutally beaten near Wright Park on
Aug. 19 and died a week later from his
injuries.
The permanence of the situation finally hit me. No more would people be
hanging around chatting, with couches
and books and gossip. What was a warm
living room was now a cold workshop
as I walked into a cloud of paint fumes.
On the broad side of the room, a ghostly
portrait of Erik smiled at me through the
haze. No one wanted to talk; media had
already berated them enough. The room
was littered with flyers reading 'Why
didn't he know?'
The posters were questioning the
Tacoma Police Department's hesitation
in informing the public on the string of
beatings around Wright Park prior to
Erik's brutal murder. Which is why,
when I arrived at the Usual that day, most
of its attendees were at a Tacoma Police
sponsored town meeting on "long term
public safety."
Since then, according to The Tacoma

News Tribune, seven boys, ages ranging
from 11 to 19, have been arrested and
charged with first-degree murder in connection with Erik's beating as well as
others in the Hilltop and Stadium districts. The main motive for this all this
random violence was sheer boredom,
with most of the kids involved having
expressed little regret. As a result of this
Clockwork Orange scenario, Pierce
County prosecutors want to try the juveniles as adults.
Erik's death could not have come at a
worse time. The Usual was being evicted
from its lot on 21g and Anderson, just
blocks from the Puget Sound campus, at
the end of the month. Erik's death left
those who were already facing the uphill battle of moving the business with
broken sprits.
It is unknown whether the Usual will
reopen at a new location. For many of
the regulars, the loss of the Usual was
like losing a home away from home and
according to those who did talk to me,
Erik was one of the kindest souls in the
place.
Erik was working two jobs, to support
his mother and brother. He had no life
insurance. A fund has been set up for
his family, for which donations can be
made at any Washington Mutual Branch.
The account number is 1930305809. A
benefit concert will be held in the Rialto
Theatre downtown. For more information, call Jason Brown at (253) 573-0771.
If you have any additional information
regarding Erik Toews' murder or any of
the other attacks, call Crime Stoppers at
(253) 591-5959.
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Campus expands recycling
LIANNA DAVIS

Contributing Editor
There's glass recycling for juice
bottles, aluminum recycling for pop cans
and now University of Puget Sound Facilities Services is implementing a program to recycle plastic bottles.
Plastics recycling bins were placed in
every building on campus last year, when
the campus group Earth Activists initially
started the program with help from Facilities. This year, however, the group
turned the entire operation over to Facilities, according to James Vance, facilities services manager.
"I think it's a wonderful program and
I want to support it," said Vance. "It's
taking a lot of the stuff out of the waste
stream."
Plastic bottles and jugs with the numbers one or two with necks may be recycled. The numbers, enclosed in triangles, can normally be found on the
bottom or the side of the container.
Examples of recyclable plastics include milk jugs, pop containers, shampoo bottles and detergent or cleaning
containers. Lids, however, cannot be rePOETRY

cycled and must be thrown away prior
to depositing the bottle in the bin.
Program initiators ask for patience
from students and staff while the kinks
are worked out of the new program.
"We're just putting it together," said
Facilities Set-ups and Moves Supervisor
Tom Landry. "But I don't foresee any
(major) problems."
Vance said his main concern of adding plastics recycling was the additional
workload to collect the recyclables. He
said he feels this will be the most difficult the first month of school when the
new student staff members are hired.
In the past few weeks, Facilities has
been understaffed in anticipation of filling the student jobs. As the students become used to the job, however, Vance
hopes the program will work smoothly.
In addition to picking up recyclables,
Facilities staff collects dishes students
and staff have taken from the cafeteria.
Vance also expressed concern about
the amount of garbage put into the recycling bins.
It wastes valuable staff time, he said,
when the recyclables are not separated
or prepared properly. For example, beFICTION

ART

cause lids cannot be recycled, if students
and staff would throw these away prior
to recycling the bottles, it would cut
down on staff having to sort and take off
the lids, he said.
Landry said plastics recycling will be
picked up from the bins every day, Monday through Friday.
• Recycling of all kinds has been around
campus for many years, although the real
push to have a strong program came
about 10 years ago, according to Vance.
Since then, the list of recyclable items
has gradually increased, with plastics as
the latest addition. The list includes white
office paper, colored office paper, newspaper, aluminum, glass, textiles and cardboard.
Cardboard can be recycled at the east
end of the Wheelock Student Center and
all items may be recycled at the south
end of the Tennis Pavilion, according to
Vance.
In addition, Facilities recycles all of
the green waste from campus. They own
a wood chipper, which is used to chip
large yard debris. These are then
composted and used as mulch around
campus, said Vance.
PHOTOGRAPHY

SUBMIT TO CROSSCURREI1TS
EMAIL CCR@UPS.EDU OR DROP AT WSC 007

continued from front page

cue function last March, the fraternity supplied kegs of beer
for their members and guests, regardless of age. As a result,
they were placed on probation only days before a planned chapter formal in Whistler, British
Columbia, said Vogelei. Deciding to continue with their for"There is so
mal, they violated the terms of
much more to
their probation and were
Greek life than a
charged by the University with
a major default of the Fraterhouse with our
nity Recognition Policy.
letters on the
In May, during Phi Delt's iniside, and it is not
tiation week, security responded to an incident involvsomething that
ing a possible fire in the chapthe administrater house.
tion or anyone
"They all add up," said
else can take
Vogelei.
The feeling expressed by the
away from us."
Greek community in light of
- Kevin Burke
these recent suspensions is
hopeful.
"I have complete faith that
these chapters should be able to come back to campus,"
Gettmann said. "Their punishments are out of proportion to
the specific events, and were imposed by the school administration in the hopes of radically changing the chapters' mentalities."
Both chapters are working with the University, chapter
alumni and their General Fraternities to amend their errors and
once again grow strong at Puget Sound.
"I do not know a single man in either Sigma Alpha Epsilon
or Phi Delta Theta who is willing to let his chapter and his
friends go without a struggle," said Burke. "There is so much
more to Greek life than a house with our letters on the side,
and it is not something that the administration or anyone else
can take away from us." .
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University hopes to introduce new Blue Ox mascot
MARY PHILLIPS

Staff Writer
The UPS Logger will soon meet competition as an icon at
sports events. To address student, alumni and administration
concerns about the the political correctness of our Logger
mascot, The Division of Student Affairs and the Spirit Task
Force want to introduce a new icon, the Blue Ox. However,
many members of the UPS community have voiced objection
to the Ox.
The Division of Student Affairs finds the Logger politically
offensive, because it is gender-specific and anti-environmental. The traditionally-male Logger denies female sports teams
a mascot. Such a denial opens question to the gender equality
present at UPS and the position of the University concerning
women's rights. The Logger also represents a vocation notorious for destroying the environment. Overall, the Division of

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

Student Affairs has deemed, the Logger's offensive nature detracts from the reputation of the University.
Although the Ox would not replace the Logger as mascot, it
would represent UPS at athletic events. The Blue Ox stands to
correct the Logger's faults, because it is not gender-specific
and does not cut down trees.
At sporting events, an Ox-cosThe Blue Ox stands tumed person would adorn the
to correct the
sidelines, wearing a logging
jacket and wielding an ax, due to
Logger's faults.
its Logger roots.
Student Affairs and the Spirit
Task Force hope that the Blue Ox will improve school spirit.
The presence of an mascot at games would encourage cheering and give students an image to identify with their school. It
would also create a tradition, one aspect of college some say
UPS lacks.

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

The Blue Ox is meeting opposition from many groups, including the ASUPS Senate.
"ASUPS does not want to promote anti-environmentalism.
ASUPS wants to promote school spirit and tradition," said
ASUPS President Ryan Mello. By using another icon, the University detracts-from tradition, he said. In the athletic arena,
the Logger Club (Alumni athletes), particular student athletes
and coaches are against the Ox. They do not want their sports
symbolized in the form of an Ox.
Everyone involved in the controversy will help to decide
the fate of the Blue Ox. ASUPS does not want a small select
group to decide the icon of the entire University, Mello said.
Instead, they want to get as many people involved as possible,
including the student body.
Mello hopes to include the Ox in October Student Senate
elections. If so, The Trail may feature drawings of the proposed Ox and further detail the argument.

Theme year gets going
NICOLE PEOPLES

Staff Writer

Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIM-CREF.
And for good reasons:
Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
A solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service
A strong commitment to low expenses
Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options
For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest for—

THE TIAA-CREF
ADVANTAGE
Investment Expertise
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Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

and enjoy—successful retirements.
Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.
Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"

1.800.842.2776
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For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers
Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity'component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. •
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Tuesday, Sept. 19, will be the annual
theme year kickoff at UPS. This year's
theme is "Crossing Boundaries/Unfolding Identities," an exploration of gender
and sexuality. The Gala Opening will begin at 5 p.m. in the Rotunda of the
Wheelock Student Center. It will consist
of a reception and free meal. Speakers
will include Terry Cooney, Academic
Vice President; Kristine Bartanen, Dean
of Students; Ryan Mello, ASUPS President and others from UPS and the surrounding community.
The major event of the evening will
be the free lecture by world-renowned
economist and transsexual, Deirdre
McCloskey, in the concert hall after the
reception. She will be here to discuss her
book "Crossing Gender: Memories of a
Novice Woman." McCloskey is a vital
piece in initiating this year's theme year
as she helps open up the discussion of
what sexual identity really is and how
one can deal with it.
Jason Ronbeck, student senior coordinator of theme year, hopes "to include
as many people as we can, because everyone is inclusive in gender and sexuality. I want everyone to get involved
and to expand his or her comfort levels."
Understanding Sexuality (US), one of
the sponsors of theme year, would like
to stress that "Crossing Boundaries" is
not exclusive to the gay, lesbian and bisexual community. It involves
everyone's ability to deal with their own
gender and sexual status and those who
are straight should not hesitate to join in
the activities.
"The question of identity doesn't only
correlate to one's sexual status," said
Cindy Brown, a member of the UPS
community. "Everyone is always questioning who he or she is."
Other sponsors such as Sexuality, Is-

sues, Relationships and Gender Exploration (SIRGE) and Women's Voices also
hope to raise the issues of gender and
rights on campus this year. Additional
sponsors of theme year include Associated Students of UPS (ASUPS), the Division of Student Affairs and the Department of Student Activities. In support of
all diversity, sponsors of theme year
would like everyone to pick up "safe
zone" stickers, advertising a sticker-owners celebration of different sexual orientations, at the Diversity Center.
This year there will be a number of
guests who will be speaking and performing on campus. A "weekend of diversity" will be held in October.
Magdalen Hsu-Li, a songwriter and musician who founded Femme Vitale, the
Seattle Women's Music and Arts Coalition, will be here on Friday, Oct. 6, in
Kilworth Chapel. The following night
will feature two actors, Lisa Lusero and
Alison delaCruz, both alumni of the University. They will be performing feminist and multicultural theatre, which has
received praise around the country.
Next semester, UPS will be hosting
two major musicians. In February, Fred
Hersch, a jazz pianist and composer, who
has released 17 albums in his career will
be here. He has been a prominent
spokesman for AIDS research and relief
and in 1994 recorded a benefit album for
Performing Arts Against AIDS.
In April, Janis Ian, a Grammy awardwinning songwriter will be here. She has
been honored for her work for MADD,
AIDS and human rights campaigns.
Most notable is her contribution to the
music industry; people such as Joan
Baez, Glen Campbell, Bette Midler and
Cher have recorded her songs.
More theme year events will be announced as the school year proceeds. For
more information on theme year, go to
the UPS Information Center located in
Wheelock Student Center.

Fall 11SUPS Elections
Power and glory are yours for the taking...
Sign up to run by September 15 (in the flSUPS office)
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Puyallup Fair turns 100 at turn of millennium
KRISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor
Among the traditions of autumn in America is the regional
fair. Among the traditions at UPS is smiling at the freshmen
when they realize how huge the Puyallup Fair really is (yes,
that's 160 acres). For the next ten days, the centennial Puyallup
Fair has several new additions to spice things up for the oldtimers, as well.
One major new attraction at this year's fair is the 100th
Anniversary Building. Featuring a look back, in pictures and
memorabilia, at 100 years of fairs and a projection of what the
fair may look like in the future, it serves as a reminder of what
life was like then and of how it can be in the years to come.
This building will also house antique cars from each historical
period from the Harold LeMay collection.
Seniors trying to figure out what to do with their lives may
take comfort in the Elizabeth Layton exhibition. She took her
first drawing class at the age of 68, and when she died at 83,
she had nearly 1,000 drawings, viewed by half a million people.
They are on loan from the Smithsonian's National Museum of
American Art and the School of the Arts Institute of Chicago.
If your memory of the scariest thing at the fair is the stomachache you had from all of the fried food, the Extreme Scream
Thrill Ride may be for you. The ride shoots twelve people at a
time up a 20-story-high tower, pushing three G's on the way
up and negative one G on the way down. By the way, if you
happen to know a centenarian who thinks this would be fun,
bring them and their ID and they can ride it for free this year.
Is all this is too much Americana for you? Then try to avoid
going to the fair on Sept. 20, when Miss America 2000, Heather
French, will be visiting the fair to promote her cause, disabled
veterans. She will sign autographs at their booth.
If you haven't been to the fair yet, you've already missed
Toby Keith, Mark Chesnutt, Reba McEntire and Harry
Belafonte, as well as the rodeo, but there are plenty of major
concerts and performances left. For instance, Bill Cosby will
appear on Sept. 15, Brooks & Dunn and Lonestar will per-,
form Sept. 17, Gallagher on Sept. 18, Creedence Clearwater
Revisited on Sept. 20, Brian Wilson on Sept. 21, Wayne Newton on Sept. 22 and Jewel on Sept. 23. Tickets are available at
Ticketmaster and include fair admission.
,

Couldn't get enough
"Survivor" and "Big
Brother" last summer?
Well, here's your chance
to live vicariously through
some other people seeking big prizes in the
STAR-Vivor contest, in
which contestants are living in a glass house in the
middle of the fairgrounds
for the duration of the fair,
with one housemate being
voted out by their fellow
housemates every so often. The final STARVivor wins $10,000 and
some IKEA furniture. The
drama is also broadcast
periodically on Star 101.5.
Those with interests in
recycling and interior design may want to check
out the GreenHouse, an
3
exhibit that turns "junk"
into useful household Two UPS fairgoers enjoy a traditional caramel appleat the 2000
items and shows viewers Puyallup Fair. "Puyallup" comes from two words in local Indian dialect
ways to conserve energy. meaning "friendly people," which you certainly find at the Fair.
This exhibit has been a
tradition since 1993, when the Pierce County Solid Waste Di- free samples of their baked goods.
If you don't have a car or don't want to drive, and you buy
vision put together the first GreenHouse made entirely out of
recycled materials. The 2000 GreenHouse combines up-to-date your fair tickets in advance at Key Bank or Safeway, they will
include a roundtrip ticket to take the -Poyang) Fair Express
designs in construction, appliances and decor with examples
Bus" on Pierce Transit from a variety of locations. Call (253)
of waste reduction, recycling, energy efficiency and alterna841-5045 or go to www.thefair.com for morc information. On
tives to using hazardous materials.
The Puyallup Fair also serves as the site for the Northwest Sept. 17, a bus will be going to the fair from UPS, as well.
The Puyallup Fair will run daily through Sept. 24. Gates
Taste and Travel Expo. The Expo, running from Sept. 14-17,
will offer booths providing food and travel opportunities from open at 8:00 a.m. daily, and exhibit boas are 10:00 a.m. to
11:00 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays and 10:00 a.m. to 10:00
around the Pacific Northwest. Many of the booths will offer
free samples and gift certificates. Among this year's exhibi- p.m. on Sundays through Thursdays. Adult admission is $7.50
tors are the Puyallup Farmer's Market, Muckleshoot Casino and youth ages 6-18 are $4.50. Children under 5 are free. Puband the Coeur D'Alene Baking Company, which will offer lic parking is $5 for the day.

Campbell's nightmares and flashbacks.
The audience discovers that the Watcher
was stalker in the previous city thit
Keanu Reeves...again? The name Campbell, a former police detective, lived
makes me expect a movie with loads of in. However, Campbell quit his job and
action attempting to conceal poor act- moved to Chicago after the Watcher killed
ing. In the case of "The Matrix," the ac- Campbell's wife. Campbell dwells by
tion was enough, but in Joe Charbanic's
himself with the guilty conscience that his
new film, "The Watcher," all the action
wife's death was his fault. Campbell
fails to hide Reeves' lack of talent.
wasn't able to save his wife from the
The movie opens with Campbell Watcher's violence and has lasting physi(played by James Spader) telling , his cal reminders of this failure that he attherapist Polly (an older-looking Marisa tempts to cope with through excessive
Tomei) the routine of Reeves' characdrinking and, of course, therapy.
ter, the Watcher. The Watcher is a psyAfter a serial killer slays a girl who
chotic murderer who studies and per- lives in Campbell's apartment building,
forms the art of killing. To the terror of Campbell opens his mail to find a picture
female viewers, the Watcher selects his
of the girl who died. Just as Campbell retypical victim, an innocent,
alizes that the Watcher has fol_young. lonely girl. Then he
lowed him to Chicago to start his
Movie
watches her, stalking her every
killing spree again, he gets a
movement for weeks, targeting Rev% W phone call from the Watcher. In
her schedule, sometimes even
a confusingly personal convermaking direct contact to flatter and sation, the Watcher tells Campbell that
charm her. It is hard to ignore Reeves'
he's back and asks him if he is reminded
great looks, even if he does have shabby of the death of his wife.
long hair in this movie. Finally, when
The Watcher is disappointed that
the naive yet predictable girl comes Campbell's wife's death didn't "bring
home from work one unsuspecting them together," which leads the audience
night, the Watcher murders her.
to think that the two of them have a hisIn addition to Campbell's therapy tory beyond the relationship of killer and
discussions, the audience learns more detective. This revelation only serves to
history about the Watcher through confuse the audience.
KATHLEEN SULLIVAN

Staff Writer

•

The Watcher says the game is on; every day he will send Campbell a photo
of his next victim and Campbell will have
until nine that evening to save her before the Watcher eliminates her.
Campbell immediately rejoins the police
force and is on the task.
Through a spine-tingling succession
of chase scenes, Campbell continues to
play cat-and-mouse with the Watcher.
Finally, the Watcher selecting another
victim that hits close to home for
Campbell—the pretty therapist, Polly.
This choice for his next victim parallels
his selection of Campbell's wife.
The movie's plot lacks depth; it deceives the audience into surmising a dark
secret between the Watcher and Campell.
Unlike most killing movies where at the
end the motive or sick childhood experiences of the killer are revealed, we never
understand the incentive of the Watcher.
We are never fully enlightened as to what
the Watcher's obsession with Campbell
is and why he followed him, continuing
to hurt Campbell's loved ones.
Despite its shortcomings,' "The
Watcher" does offer a thought-provoking critique of our ideas of observation
and technology. In an age where we
claim to be so connected by cell phones,
voice mail and the interne, how can we
not remember the face of someone who

tuo*•ooyekso!nouvrdny

Reeves' new film disappoints in depth, complexity

James Spader stars as a tortured police officer
in Joe Charbanic's "The Watcher."
sold us a camera or asks us
for small change? "The
Watcher" also leaves many
viewers with an awareness
of the trap of our routines.
Are we so regular and predictable that after being
watched for weeks a person
could know our job, our
passions—in essence, our
entire lives?
The acting is not great
and neither is the plot, but
the chase scenes are thrilling and the movie raises interesting questions for discussion with friends.

"Thc Watcher"
Rating: **
Movie Rating
System
Not worth your time
**

***

Rent it when there's
nothing better to do
Worth going out to
one of these days

**** Run, don't walk, to
the movie theater!
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'Rapcore' crew (hed) displays occasional talent
Josa EPSTEIN
Staff Writer
Hooray for (hed) p.e. They make it seem, even if just for a
moment, as though there might be some real musical integrity
to the "rapcore" movement. Their latest album, Broke, is an
effective and hard-driving spasm of musical hedonism, lyrical
recklessness and booming beats—a thrashing, funky, wellproduced album.
But there is more here than one might expect. There is a
decided groove to this band's sophomore effort—despite their
occasionally annoying tendencies, they manage an impressively distinctive approach to a genre which, more often than
not, appears to have been sapped of whatever potential it had
to begin with.
The lead singer, who goes by Jahred—and who also goes
by M.C.U.D., Paulo Sergio and Mr. Nino—has an appropriately raucous voice, well suited for the various styles the band
takes on (all of which require raucousness above all else), not
to mention some charming dreadlocks. The drummer, B.C.
(a.k.a. B.C. the Mizak Diza) is highly skilled at his trade.
Unfomately, the former backup singer, TiLo, came to perform in the unsurpassably talentless Methods of Mayhem,
whose debut album inspired massive bouts of retching from
every music-lover who heard it. Nevertheless, the band has a
reliable set of guitarists, Chad and Westyle, and a skilled bassist, Mawk. These gentlemen are, in fact, currently on tour,
though they will be skipping Washington entirely
this time around.
The album moves from the infectious and
pleasantly incautious hardcore of "Killing Time"
to "Waiting to Die," an uncomfortably livid but
viscerally satisfying song, the main feature of which would
have to be loudness. The third track, "Feel Good," is a rollicking and highly persuasive display of strong mixing and dependable beats.
The album's strong and energetic first single, "Bartender,"
opens with an agreeably lyrical vocal intro by Mr. Paulo Nino-

111:81

who will no doubt shock the droves of hardcore music fans by
being able to sing—and musical ingenuity, including a beautiful, piercing guitar line and a fiercely romping chorus.
I must say that, in general, most of what people (including
myself) find offensive about either rap or "hardcore" music is
here as well—the lyrics' obnoxious, morally questionable combination of self-absorbed misogyny and violence, and the
music's often repetitive, occasionally malconstructed, lazy and
uninteresting pretention.
This is largely evident in "Crazy Legs," an intolerably moronic and unmusical display of repetitious hatred and narcissism. Aside from the reasonably clever chorus, the track has
hardly a shred of redeeming value, artistically or otherwise.
Track six, "Pac Bell," is highly successful, creating- an austere mood with distorted vocals and weirdly cyclical but wellmixed backgrounds. "I Got You" is pretty good, though a bit
KoRn-derivative. Otherwise, it is generally entertaining, even
in spite of the sleep-inducing refrain and the band's obnoxious
whooping. This mixed bag of a track leads into the fairly insufferable "Boom (How You Like That)," uninteresting in content and miserably tedious in musical terms.
"Swan Dive," on the other hand, has an ingenious rap/reggae/
rock feel, and Jahred's vocals turn a generally erratic track
into something worth hearing. The skillful backgrounds add
flavor to an album that has otherwise begin to drag on a bit.
The next two tracks are a couple of yawners. "Stevie," despite a reliable beat, should have been omitted from this overlong release. The eleventh track, "Jesus (of
Nazareth)" is a lame attempt to give the album
t4sic
"significance"—something it neither accomplishes nor really needs. It's an acceptable song,
eview but certainly not much beyond that—in spite of
its pretense to personal expression and ingenuous spirituality,
it is thoroughly conventional and uninspired.
Nevertheless, the melodic finale redeems its uninteresting
predecessors; "The Meadow" is a vigorously expressive song
with a nice feel and good backups, solid guitar playing, and
Persuasive vocals.

(hed) band members include Westyle,
Mawk, Jahred, BC, Chizad and DJ Product.
Aside from the "p.e." in its name, which stands for something different every album, the band wishes to be known as
simply (hed)—which apparently means, and I quote, "deep
from in yo mind." Well, the music certainly isn't deep from
mine. It is hard for me to imagine too many people finding
Broke that transcendental of an experience. But it is what it
is—and that could be much worse.

t******************t
Academy of Steve Curran
Karate and Proctor Tan

Jr

Friday, September 15, 2000

Monday, September18, 2000

Organ at Noon with affiliate faculty
member Joseph Adam
12:05 p.m., Kilworth Chapel

An Evening with Chihuly ll
8:00 p.m., Concert Nall

Friday, September 15, 2000
Cellar Grand Opening '8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, September 20, 2000
1-lonors Program Film Series: Yojimbo
by Akira Kurosawa
7:00 p.m., Free Admission

Saturday, September16, 2000
Casino Might 8:00p.m—Midnight
with UPS I.D.
WSC,

Thursday, September 21, 2000
An Evening with Chihuly"
8:00 p.m., Concert Wan

Discount for
UPS students

* Ready for a
*
Aerobic Kickboxing •
*
*
*
(253) 759-4262

Call for Info

raday, September 15, 2000

Tacoma rarmer's Market
9:00 a.m. — 2:00 p.m.

Tacoma Little Theater presents "Pump
Boys and Dinettes"
8:00 p.m.

iriday, September15, 2000
"Ragtime at the Rialto" 8:00 p.m.
$15 for adults, $10 for students and seniors

Sunday, September17, 2000
Puyallup Fair—all day buses from
campus

*

2• *

Full Contact • Weights *

3814 N. 27th Tacoma, WA 98407

*******************
Heard

of an A&E Event? Let us know!

Call KlusTme aT x4860 cm leave a message aT x3197. On you can send
an e-mail TO Tuall@ups.eau.

TANNING SALON
Thursday, September 14, 2000

*

Package Prices Starting at $17

253 756 1720

3321 N. 26th Street

(N. 26th & Warner)

A&E
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Film series to celebrate the 'Sensei of Cinema'
rai without a master) by the name of Sanjuro Kuwabatake finds
himself caught between two warring gangs in a small town.
Though graphically violent at times, the movie concentrates
more energy on the humor of the situation as Sanjuro takes
advantage of the opportunity to play one side against the other
while both solicit his services as a bodyguard. "Yojimbo" has
been remade twice, first with Sergio Leone's "Fistful of Dollars" starring Clint Eastwood and later with Walter Hill's "Last
Man Standing" starring Bruce Willis. Neither quite manages
to reach the level that Kurosawa's original attained.
The other films of the series include: "Ikiru," about a middleaged bureaucrat whose view of life changes dramatically after
he discovers he has cancer; "Throne of Blood," one of the
movies that earned Kurosawa the criticism of Japanese critics
for his attention to Western literature, and an adaptation of
Shakespeare's "Macbeth," in which the Macbeth character is
a samurai warrior; "Dodes'Ka-Den," about the fantasies of
slum dwellers in a Japanese village who need to escape from
reality in order to deal with their pathetic lives; "Seven Samurai," one of Kurosawa's most highly acclaimed films, about
seven samurai who are hired by a small village to protect it
from bandits; "Rashomon," the first Kurosawa film that caught
the attention of the world, in which three men sit under a gate
in a downpour and discuss four different versions of how a
man was murdered and his wife raped by a bandit; "Ran,"
inspired by another of Shakespeare's plays, "King Lear," about
an aging warlord who decides to split his kingdom between
his three sons; "Dersu Uzala," a joint work with the USSR,
about the bond built between a Siberian native and a Russian
explorer-soldier who invites him to stay in the city with him;

BETTE MUIRHEAD

Staff Writer
Known variously as "Tenno," "Kaze-otoko" (wind man),
and the "Sensei of Cinema," Akira Kurosawa quite possibly
had more influence on filmmaking in the last half of the 20th
century than any other director.
He inspired the work of other directors, from George Lucas
to John Woo, and captivated audiences with films such as
"Rashomon" and "The Seven Samurai." Starting on Sept. 20
and running every Wednesday for the next nine weeks, the
UPS community can view his masterpieces. The Honors Program is showcasing the work of Akira Kurosawa for its Fall
Film Series. Every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in Wyatt Hall 109
there will be a showing of one of Kurosawa's most critically
acclaimed movies for free.
Kurosawa (1910-1998) was known around the world for his
beautiful cinematography, his strong characters and his own
artistic strength to resist compromise. He was never very popular in his native Japan, though he was, as Zhang Yimou put it,
"the quintessential Asian filmmaker." He told touching stories
about ordinary, contemporary Japanese people, but he was criticized in Japan for making films for foreign consumption.
Kurosawa's films are characterized by a strong national flavor
that attracts the interest of the world around it. If you want to
learn more about Kurosawa, there will be a Langlow Tea on
Tuesday, Sept. 19, with Michael Sugimoto giving a talk about
Akira Kurosawa's life and career.
The series itself starts with "Yojimbo," a story set in the
1860's, near the end of the Tokugawa Dynasty. A ronin (a samu-

and the last film, "Dreams," a collection of stories, essentially
eight short films, based on Kurosawa's own dreams.
So if you're looking for something to fill those boring
Wednesday nights, here's just the thing. What could be better
than samurai, swords and a little Shakespeare?

Till 11011041i

TIlifi

EAU 2000: Inn 11111110/41 "
ALL FILMS ARE ON WEDNESDAYS AT 7:00 P.M. IN WYATT HALL

Room 109.

FREE ADMISSION!
SEPTEMBER 20

YOJIMBO

SEPTEMBER 27

Immu

OCTOBER 4

THRONE OF BLOOD

OCTOBER 1 1

DODES'KA-DEN

OCTOBER 18

SEVEN SAMURAI

OCTOBER 25

RASHOMON

NOVEMBER 1

RAN

NOVEMBER 8

DERSU UZALA

NOVEMBER 15

DREAMS

UPS senior's show hits Commencement ASUPS provides
six weeks of fun

SHERRARD EwING

Staff Writer

Metal-Urge, an exhibit sponsored by the City of Tacoma,
showing off local talent in contemporary metalworking and
sculpture in jewelry, and artist-designed hardware will be featuring the work of UPS senior Ted Southern. In fact, some of
Southern's work, consisting of three period pieces of body
armor, can presently be seen in the window of the Commencement Art Gallery.
Commissioned by the Carol Read Commission, Southern
was given funds to build the three suits of armor over the
summer for display at the Art on the Ave. Festival in early
August. He acquired parts by various means, mainly by visiting scrap yards, thrift stores and yard sales.
The end result was a physical incarnation of Gestalt experience, the whole product being more than the sum of its parts.
What was once a hunk of scrap metal and leather is a knight's
armor ripped right out of the 12th century. Former bits of
plastic lying in a junk heap have become the fierce wear of a
16th century feudal Japanese warlord. Lastly, Southern managed to transform a motorcycle helmet, some old hard drives,
shin guards and a chainsaw into a calculating cybernetic intergalactic soldier.
Upon viewing the works that Southern has assembled, it is
obvious that they are not in any way violent or threatening.
Southern in no way intended to glorify violence by basing his
work on what might be taken as symbols of war. The suits,
rather, are tongue-in-cheek representations of psychological
defense mechanisms that are common in modern day life. The
point of his artwork is a playful form of expression rather
than the venting of any rage on his or any other's behalf.
The work is so playful in fact, that Southern has encouraged members of the public to try on his works of armor and
perform their own psychological defense mechanisms before
others for the Art on the Ave. show. Set up in front of House
of Tattoo on Sixth Avenue, Southern had friends Andy Rick
and Jason Evans (fellow UPS alumni of the campus band
DEMOTRON) demonstrate the use of his armor with various
forms of simulated battle. The response was very well received,
as many members of the Tacoma public tried on his suits and
took part in some of their own play battles.
Shortly before the showing, Southem's armor was accepted
for the city-wide "Metal-Urge" exhibit, where his work will
be showcased along with other local metalwork artists includ-

SARA BARTOLADI

Staff Writer

-

This samurai armor is one an example of
UPS senior Ted Southern's work on display
at Commencement Art Gallery.
ing Polly Purvis and William Baran Mickle. Effort from Museums and organizations across Tacoma has contributed toward the exhibit, including the Tacoma Art Museum and Random Modern Gallery.
As grateful as Southern is for all the exposure, he lamented
how limiting the gallery format is for displaying his work.
"It's a shame that people can't wear it," he said, "because
they look much better on real people than they do on mannequins. Besides, the point of the suits is that people try them on
and fight."
The opening reception for "Metal-Urge" will be held from
5:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. on Sept. 21 and the exhibition will run
for about six months afterward. The Commencement Art Gallery is located at 902 Commerce Street. For more information, call (253) 591-5341.

Looking for a place to
dance on Friday night? Going to a club in Seattle is one
option, but if you're not quite
old enough, you don't want to
pay the cover charge, you
don't have transportation or
just don't want to go that far,
the Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound has
an alternative.
ASUPS is sponsoring a
regular event called "First Friday." The program is designed
to create a club atmosphere on
campus, held on the first Friday of every month. The
dance takes place in the
Wheelock Student Center, either in the rotunda, Club Rendezvous or Marshall Hall.
The party begins at 9:00
p.m. and ends at midnight. It
has the convenience and
safety of being on campus,
plus there is no cover charge.
All students are welcome.
ASUPS hopes to get the entire campus community together on the first Friday of
every month, to dance, socialize and have some fun.
"I heard that it's a lot of fun,
and I'm looking forward to
going to the next one," said
freshman Kyle Caldwell.
This year's theme is
"Crossing Boundaries and

Unfolding Identities." To kick
off this diversity theme year,
ASUPS and Student Activities are bringing Deirdre
McColoskey to campus for a
lecture. McColoskey is a very
well known economist, educator and author.
She will be talking about
changing her sex from male
to female, and how it affected
her career. She will also be
discussing her book, Crossing

Gender: Memoirs of a Novice Woman.
To hear her lecture, go to
the Concert Hall at 8:00 p.m.
on Sept. 19. Admission is free.
Casino Night, a major collaborative effort by numerous
clubs and associations on
campus, will be at 8:00 p.m.
on Sept. 16 in Marshall Hall.
Assorted games, live music, food and drinks will be
provided as well as gambling.
Besides the numerous giftcertificate prizes to the UPS
bookstore, local restaurants,
hotels and gyms, students
have the chance to win a
grand prize trip for two to Las
Vegas, including airfare. The
cover for the evening is $5
with ID. Proceeds will benefit
"Kids Can Do!" and the Access to College Initiative.
To find out more, check out
the publicity in the dining hall,
or call the What's UPS? Line
at x3316.
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•GreenCore and an activist group on
campus are taking the initivative by pulling
the heat on the Clinton administration,
encouraging them to take action on the hot
issue of global warming.
Brigs said the group hopes to
"raise awareness both locally
and internationally."
This student movement is
happening all over the nation.
GreenCore is an environmental group
whose employees are mostly recent
graduate students. Mostly GreenCore is
hired by a company to focus on and work
lobal warming is an toward an issue. In this case, World Wildlife
international issue. It's also a national Federation contacted GreenCore to help
issue and for many students at University them raise awareness and petition for global
of Puget Sound, it's a local issue. Over warming.
GreenCore has students working all over
1,000 students signed a petition, which
will be sent to President Clinton, the United States at various college
concerning global warming. A group of campuses. In Washington, University of
20 UPS students, along with the national Washington and Pacific Lutheran
environmental group GreenCore is University are also working in conjunction
working toward getting many more
signatures on petitions and increasing the
public's awareness.
In November, there will be a United
Nations summit which Clinton will
attend. GreenCore and others are hoping
their petitions will make Clinton take an
active and leadership role in the summit.
Jason Moore, the liaison between UPS
and GreenCore said, "the U.S. against the
world is pitiful. The U.S. alone
contributes 36 percent of (the world's
total greenhouse gas) emissions." He
hopes the petitions will alert Clinton that
young people are concerned and that
Clinton realizes the global warming
treaty is "fair, equitable and binding."
"It's important to us," said Katie Brigs,
one of the UPS group's coordinators.

if

The US against the
world is pitiful.
The US alone
contributes 36
percent of (the
world's total
greenhouse gas)
PP
emissions.

Jason Moore

with UPS.
Global warming is becoming a more
vital issue because as the years go by,
the problem gets worse. Ten years ago,
scientists found that CO 2 emissions
trapped heat in the atmosphere, thereby
affecting the Earth's overall climate.
Governments and businesses have yet
to produce effective measures and this
is one of the important reasons behind
the November summit. The United
States, along with other western
countries is among the highest count
for total CO2 emissions. This could be
because of the United States' great
industrial works, since 36 percent
comes from energy industries.
According to the World Wildlife
Federation, "By reducing CO 2
emissions over the coming decade, the
wealthy nations can help prevent
unnecessary loss of life, reduce human
suffering and economic disruption
from global warming and save plants
and animals from being wiped out over
huge areas in the future."

9/14/00
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Global Warming: Two points
of
view
• • • • • • • • • II
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Opionion A: Global warming is a problem

Opionion B: Global warming is a hoax

The extra greenhouses gases emitted by human activities (such
as burning fossil fuels) are magnifing the natural effects of
greenhouse gases leading to an increased average surface
temperature.
Globally, the sea level has risesn 4-10 inches over the last
century. Most of the expansion, however, doesn't come from
melting glaciers. It comes from the expansion of sea water
when it becomes warmer.
According to the Environmental Protection Agency, 1998 was
the warmest year on record.
Global warming shifts climate belts which can lead to
extinction of species and a loss of biodiversity.
Global warming can lead to widespread outbreaks in diseases
such as malaria.
There is a link between global warming and more sparatic
and severe weather paterns.

Climate models, which are the basis for global warming
predictions, have failed to take into account numerous factors
and have consistently overestimated climatic warming.
Naturally, even without the presence of humans, the earth goes
through temperature fluxations.
US satellites rank 1997 as the seventh coolest year since
measurments began in 1978.
-Even if global warming were occuring on a small degree,
warmer winters would mean a longer growing season and less
stress on plants and wildlife, producing substantial benefit for
the global ecosystem.
Increasing polar temperatures by a few degrees would not cause
ice or snow to melt because the original temperatures are so
low to start with.
The economic hardships associated with reducing emissions
outweigh any possible threat from global warming.

Solution:

Solution:

Reduce emissions and be in a win-win situation. If global
warming is a real threat, then we avert possibly catastrophic
consequences. If global warming isn't a real threat and climate
models have overestimated it's threat, then air pollution will
still be reduced and we will be able to reap the benmefits of
less environmentally damaging resources. Furthermore, it is
an economic and scientific fact that pollution prevention is
MUCH cheaper that pollution clean-up.

Immediate action wouldn't make us any safer--it would only
make us poorer and being poorer would make us less able to
combat future problems. Furthermore, CO, stays in the
atmosophere for decades so immediate reductions in emissions
would have little effect on concentrations of greenhouse gasses.

Left: An enhanced
satellite image of the
earth looking directly
down upon the shrinking
arctic ice cap. Contrary to
popular belief, most the sea level
rise that results from global warming
doesn't come from the melting of the
polar ice caps. Rather, most of the sea level rise
comes from the expansion of the ocean water
which occurs when it heats up. Besides
potentially flooding coastal regions, one major
consequence of global warming is sensitive reef
ecosystems could die if they were covered with
too much water resulting in a severe loss of
biodiversity.
Middle right: Emissions from factories like this one around the
world send hundreds of thousands of tons of heat trapping gasses
into the atmosphere. According to a report released by the World
Wildlife Fund, global warming is occurring so rapidly that species
loss could be as high as 20 percent in sensitive ecosystems such
as the ecosystems in Northern Canada and Southern Australia. To
survive, some plants, the study found, will have to migrate 100 times
faster than when the Ice Age ended.
SIGN HERE TO PLEDGE SUPPORT IN
HELPING TO STOP GLOBAL WARMING

YOU'RE MISSING THE POINT ENTIRELY. THIS IS ABOUT GLOBAL
WARMING: THE MELTING OF POLAR ICECAPS, THE DESTRUCTION
Of THOUSANDS Of NATURAL HABITATS OF ENDANGERED
SPECIES, THE POTENTIAL END OF
HUMAN UFO HERE ON EARTH....

WHEN MY PARENTS SEND ME MY
WINTER CLOTHES....THEN I'LL THINK
ABOUT SIGNING.

5ources: www.globalwarmindorg, www.epa.gov and www.sterraduborg
Note: These are general arguments branded by both stdes based off
the above saes. Other °gowns on the matter may also be valid.

■
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The moral of the story is...
fig

A frog was dropped into a pot of water
water which was put on the stove to boil.
As the water slowly grew warmer the
frog noticed the temperature was
increasing but only said "It's a little
warmer, but I'm okay." A few minutes
later as the water continued to heat the
frog remained in the water. Then the
water began to boil... and it was too late
for the frog to get out...

PP

(In case you don't understand, the pot of water is a metaphore for
the world, and the frog Is a metaphore symbolizing society_]
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Volleyball beats nationally ranked team
VOLLEYBALL

Women's Soccer
starts season 0-1-1
The Women's soccer team began their season last weekend in California. On Saturday they opened against
Montclair State at the Redlands tournament. The game ended
in a double overtime tie. On Sunday, UPS came out with a
victory against the University of Redlands when sophomore
Brianna Hultgren scored with the help of junior Katie Fanning.
The Logger Women will have their first home game this
Sunday at Baker Stadium against University of CaliforniaSanta Cruz, a team that they beat last season in the NCAA
national tournament.

Cross Country teams
place second and fourth
in first meet
The Men's and Women's Cross Country teams also
opened their seasons this past weekend at the Emerald City
Invitational in Seattle. The women came in fourth place
behind Northwest College with exceptional finishes by Dana
Boyle (fourth) and Kyra Patterson (20th). The men also
had a successful day with a second place team finish behind the University of Washington. Notable finishes for the
men were Sam Berg who placed eleventh, Brian Mulry
(12th), Reagan Grabner (17th), and Dan McLean (18th).

Men's Soccer comes up
short against Trinity
The Men's Soccer team continued their season in Texas
against Trinity University, who eliminated them last year
from post-season competition. The Loggers fell short again
this year, losing 1-5 to the Tigers. Sophomore Eddie
Zielinski scored the only logger goal late in the game with
an assist by Erik Nielson.
The UPS men came out on top on Sunday against Texas
Lutheran, beating them 1-0 after a ball ricocheted off of a
defender and into the goal late in the game.
The men's first home game was Tuesday against Evergreen State College. The Loggers won 5-0 with goals by
Tye Tolentino (two), Joe Dragavon (two), and Chris
Raymond.

The Trail congratulates
Northwest Conference
Athletes of the Week!
* Dana Boyle of the Women's
Cross Country team was named
Athlete of the Week for her
performance in the Emerald City
Invitational.
*Volleyball player Eileen
Gamache was recognized for her
contribution to the Logger victory
over Cal State Hayward.
*Goalkeeper Karen Ecklebe had
two shutouts last weekend, and
was also named NWC Player of
the Week.

JENNY NESSEL

Staff Writer
The UPS Women's Volleyball team
has been preparing for this for a long
time. Traditionally, they have been
competitive at every level, from conference play to the National tournament. They have won games and
awards, and playing a style of volleyball that is athletic and fun to watch.
And this year they hope to surpass all
that.
The team is off to an impressive 6-0
start, including two wins against nationally ranked teams. The first four
victories came at a tournament in Colorado, where the Loggers beat
Concordia (Tex), Howard Payne (Tex),
Colorado College, and George Fox to
UPS Volleyball
win the tournament. Colorado College,
ranked 13th in the nation, fell to the Loggers in four games.
George Fox, a strong conference rival for the Loggers that
was fighting for first in the division last year, lost in three.
The team followed their success in Colorado with a win at
home last Tuesday against California State University at Hayward, ranked 12th nationally. Thursday, the Loggers beat Seattle University, a Division II school with a new program.
After this string of wins, the Loggers are ranked first in the
region and poised for a fantastic year. Coach Mark Massey
says the team definitely has the ability to win conference and
place in the Top Ten at Nationals. Of course, that is a lot to ask
of a young team which is playing fairly well, but has not reached
its full potential.
At this point in the season, the Loggers are excited by the
idea of playing at Nationals, but are focusing most of their
attention on winning one game at a time.
According to returning senior and defensive specialist Sarah Gross, "We have the skill and the talent to win conference
and go to Nationals, but we aren't overlooking the fact that

•

I

team beats Seattle University.
each match, even each game is important. We can definitely
be successful, but we're not taking anything for granted."
When asked about the strengths of this year's team, Coach
Massey points to their depth and diversity. The Loggers have
at least one extra starting quality player on the bench at every
position this year, which means that the team can depend on
strong play from virtually all its members.
This is especially vital because the team plays a style of
volleyball that is unique in the conference - moving very
quickly, it necessitates a high degree of precision from both
the offense and the defense. They also have a bigger blocking
lineup than they have had in the past few years, which is a
definite advantage.
The relative youth of the team, however, means that they
are inexperienced. Ten of the 18 players on the team are either
sophomores or freshmen, and the starting lineup includes two
sophomores and a freshman. Of course, this also means that
the Loggers are looking forward to a solid future, as much of
the current team will be together for the next two or three years.

, •
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xcessive commercials, injuries lead to frustrating viewing
DAVE ABBOTT

said.

Staff Writer

Injuries, injuries, injuries: I know, I know, athletes getting hurt is inevitable in any physical activity, but doesn't
there seem to be a higher amount of banged up 6'2" 220
lb'ers on the disabled list nowadays? Especially in baseball
and football, where making it through a season unscathed is
almost the accomplishment of hitting .300 or a pass completion rate of 60 percent. In football terms, it's no longer about
the TDs, IN"Ts, or RAC, but rather the most dreaded three
letters — torn ACL. And how about those quarterback concussions, which are averaging around a solid two a week.
Troy Aikman is making Steve Young look like a genius now
— "No no, Troy, you should retire by at
least the seventh concussion, but shoot
for double digits if you feel like it."
Football fans should realize that the
best ball is being played in training
b camp where, you know, everyone is
actually healthy. And baseball is certainly short of Cal Ripkens as well,
ith daily strained, pulled, and torn muscles. Whatever the
case for this mass of injuries - legal and illegal steroids likely
two of the main culprits - it would be nice to.actually watch
the marquee athletes perform, rather than see them strolling
the sidelines in their Sunday best.
College bowl games: What a joke the college football
postseason has become. Before we know it, every Division1 team will be eligible for a bowl game. Look for Rice and
Utah State, both sporting 0-11 records, to be competing in
the first annual www.whocares.com Bowl before very long.
Two words, everyone — playoff system (somewhere under
fifty teams would be handy too). And don't buy into the
"new" system, either. When r T ,0T an d USC all go LW-

Don't get me wrong. I love sports. I live for Saturdays and
Sundays in the fall to get my weekly fix of football, quake in
anticipation for tipoff of the NBA season, and more or less
float on cloud nine during the annual mecca of college basketball otherwise known as March Madness. But with the
good comes the bad. And so I shall gripe about what bugs
me with sports in the year 2000.
T is timeouts: Seriously, if some of these games take a
little longer to complete. the stadium concession stands might
as well be pitching tents, so to speak.
Not that I don't love watching
Heineken commercials, but it is excessive when, during a football game, we
encounter this common sequence.
"Well, John, we're set for the kick
of Oh, look at that, the ball has blow
off the tee. As the kicker fixes this, let'
rake a break for our sponsors."
And of course, we're all well aware of what transpires
after the kickoff — yes, more commercials. My personal favorite is the last minute or so of any tense NBA contest.
Something to the tune of—free throit iinieout, next flee thmw
session change, ameout, delay of game on inbounds,
out. About 13 minutes later 60 seconds of actual basketaction is finally completed.
Thank God for baseball telecasts, which haven't found a
loophole yet to disturb an inning of straight play for three
ts. Imagine watchir4i the World Series— "Anti O'Neill fouls
a fourth j2itch fi -orri Glavine. As Paul calls for
iC .11(11141 , 4. Vt2.11 I .➢ VOA.,

lets U4JOLUINt.
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Loggers fall just short in season opener
offensive line will no doubt
FOOTBAL
bolster the offense.
"The one question mark
was probably receiving, beAARON FUNG
cause we lost two real good
Staff Writer
receivers," said Elliot.
But as evidenced by
If the Loggers' first game of the year
three touchdown receptions
against Simon Fraser University was any
in this past week's game,
sign of things to come, the upcoming
the Loggers have much to
season should be a significant improvebe proud of in Evans' rement for a team that went 1-8 last seaceiving skills.
son. Last year, the Clan gave UPS a 31"... [In] this game this
0 drubbing. On Saturday, the Loggers put
week, Adrian [Evans]
up a great fight but fell 24-20, despite a
stepped up and really
last minute charge.
played well," praised
The Loggers started slowly, punting on
Elliott. However, he admittheir first three possessions. Things beted some holes in the team,
came especially difficult when Logger
especially with the defense.
punter Keith Kelly had to deal with a low
"We're young on desnap, and was stuffed by a pair of Clans: fense," continued Elliot,
men. The Clan scored on both of their
"we're going to have some
first two possessions and converted the
The Logger defense lines up as SFU's quarterback takes the snaP.
growing pains there. The
extra points for a 14-0 lead. It wasn't until
connected with Evans for a third time strength is our linebacker group. We've
the second quarter that UPS finally got tion. The interception virtually ended the
on the board.
half as both teams headed to the locker from 17 yards out. A huge roar erupted got three real experienced linebackers.
After forcing the Clan to punt, the
room.
from the crowd as the score became 24- But in the secondary and the defensive
20, with the Clan just ahead. Unable to
line, we're inexperienced. Our success
Loggers started out on the Clan 40-yard
When the game resumed, the Clan
will depend on how quickly [rookie playline. A quick series of passes moved the moved the ball methodically downfield make the PAT and with only 54 seconds
ers] adapt to playing college football."
ball to the Logger 22-yard line. A failed and scored on a 17-yard burst by run- remaining, the Loggers tried an onside
Veterans aren't the only ones domirun and an incomplete pass led to a third ning back Mike Vilimek, making the kick and for a few seconds, it appeared
and 12 situation. Senior quarterback score 21-7. Four changes of possession to work. A penalty against UPS for touchnating the field; new players to the team
Craig Knapp located junior wide receiver would follow before UPS managed to
ing the ball before it had gone 10 yards are making their mark on the game.
Adrian Evans just inside the end zone
ignite the crowd with a second connecnegated the recovery by defensive back Freshman Nate Enciso, playing at middle
and fired a pass directly to him. But a tion between Knapp and Evans. After David Sugihara. Simon Fraser knelt the linebacker, was tied for the leading tackgame away and the Loggers and coach ler of the game.
Clan defender was there for the block and stopping a Simon Fraser run, UPS
"We feel real good about this freshthat brought up a fourth and 12 situation. quickly gave back possession of the ball
Gordon Elliott were forced to walk away
man class, it's going to be a real strong,"
Under pressure, Knapp scrambled and with an interception. The Clan managed
with a heart-breaking loss.
found Evans once again, crossing the to get as far as the UPS 25 yard line,
Despite the defeat, Coach Elliott was Elliot said.
The team suffered one major blow on
middle. This time, Knapp's bullet found where they were held back by the UPS
more than optimistic about the upcomdefense. Settling for a field goal, the Clan
ing season, saying, "We got a lot of reSaturday, on top of their loss. Tight end
its target and the Loggers got on the
kicked off again with a 24-14 lead and
turning offensive starters." The return of Aaron Erickson will be out for the rest
board to cut the Clan lead to 14-7.
of the year aftcr injuring his left knee.
The two teams would continue to trade time dwindling in the final quarter.
third-year starter Knapp at the quarterpossession of the ball until the last few
After another series of exchanges, the back position should also bring plenty of Such a blow will hurt a team which
Elliott admited suffers from a lack of
minutes, when UPS had a slight open- Loggers fought their way 94 yards
confidence to the team.
ing, only to see it close with an intercep- downfield. Knapp capped the drive as he
Elliott added, "In college football, depth. Despite the injury to one of his
key players, Elliott remained confident
when you have a quarterback with expeabout the games to come.
rience,
it
really
makes
a
difference
for
the honors program
"I think we'll improve against every
you."
In addition, the return of most of the opponent," Elliot said.

,4kaitz&fonp.o.

FILM SER_IES
Ikiru

October 4

Dodes'Ka-Den
October 11

Seven Samurai
October 18

Rashomon
October 25

ALL FILMS ON:
Wednesdays at 7 p.m.
Wyatt Hall, Rm. 109
FREE
For Info Call x3781

Ran
November 1

Dersu Uzala
November 8

Dreams
November 15

l'ut;c1 sound

SARA FARBER

Staff Writer
Even though it is only Karen Elmgren's
first year playing volleyball here at the
University of Puget Sound, she has already
established herself as one of the Logger's
key players. Elmgren, a sophomore, gave
up a Division I scholarship at Utah State
to come play for UPS because of the atmosphere and academic opportunity offered here. This middle blocker's outstanding skill and her positive leadership
have already earned her the title of team
captain, which is rare for someone in their
first year with a new program. Last week
at the Colorado College tournament,
Elmgren earned All Tourney recognition.
She is already among the top players on
the West Coast in Division HI, and is a
player to keep an eye on in the future.
-

".;

Cross Country
Sept. 16
Habitat Alumni
Run
@ Tacoma, Wa.
9:30 a.m.

Men's Soccer
Sept. 16
Cascade College
HOME
2:30 p.m.
Sept. 20
Pacific Lutheran
@ HOME
5 p.m.
Women's Soccer
Sept. 17
UC-Santa Cruz
@ HOME
noon
Sept. 20
Pacific Lutheran
HOME
3 p.m.

Volleyball
Sept. 15
Willamette Univ.
@ HOME
7 p.m.
Sept. 16
George Fox
University.
HOME
7 p.m.
Sept. 20
Pacific Lutheran
HOME
7 a.m.

Football
Sept. 16
Claremont Col.
@Claremont,CA.
7 p.m.

i,zept
kaAept eime

Yajimbo
September 20

Throne of Blood

For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

PROFILE

Student Director: Mike Radcliffe

September 27
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OPINIONS
LETTERS
THE

A sample letter to the editor:
Dear Editor,
I would like to write a letter to the Trail expressing my
opinion about some of the weekly articles I have read, or
something that I feel strongly about in general, or even something that I would like read about in the Trail.
For example, I was offended by Doug Herstad's article in
the last issue of the Combat Zone claiming that quadraphonic
stereos were a superior sound system. If I am not a regular
Trail writer, am I still able to submit something?
If so, how can I go about doing this? I would appreciate
information, and any advice you could give me regarding
this matter.
Thank you for your time,
Wanda R. Ing

TO

EDITOR
Dearest Wanda,
Thanks for expressing interest in contributing to the Trail.
First of all, I would like to encourage anyone who is interested in commenting on our articles or general topics
to send a letter to the editor.
Our office is located in the basement of the Wheelock
Student Center, room 011. There is an envelope on the door
in which you can leave letters in the event that the office is
not open.
As for advice, I would remind you and others to include
your name, phone number and e-mail address so we can
reach you if we have questions. We would love to hear from
you, so do not hesitate to share your thoughts and feelings.
We appreciate all contributions!
Sincerely,

RAYNA FLYE-FAIRMAN

Quick. In your
mind, picture the
image of a feminist. Finished?
Let me guess. Is
she snarling,
around the age of
twenty years,
wearing pants and a shirt saying "Death
to all males," and does she seem to have
some sort of aversion to shaving? Not
too far off target, am I? Now let me show
you my idea of a feminist extraordinare.
She's a kindly looking, 66-year old married woman.
I am referring to the freshly-hitched
Gloria Steinem. While I am sure some
believe that she has finally "come to her
senses" or is the ultimate hypocrite, I
would counter that they only feel this
way based upon their outdated, out-oftouch stereotype of what a feminist is. A
feminist need not be someone who has
sworn off men, nor fit the aforementioned description. Feminists can come
in all sorts of colors, sizes and, more importantly, beliefs, just as there can be

Pierce County
AIDS Walk
Saturday,
September 23
Join Freak Out,
Understanding
Sexuality, Circle K, or
any of the other UPS
groups.
Raise money for
education and
research.

What - are you
excite?), about
th[s year at
VT5P
"I'm excited about the new
and improved Cellar. "
—Rob Beiser-

The Editors

Gloria Steinem: newly married,
reconstructing face of feminism
Staff Writer

The Trail

varying degrees of what a liberal or conservative is.
My idea of a feminist is a woman who
has control over her life and career; a
woman who does not relinquish her identity or become dependent upon a man to
survive. Steinem, quite obviously, fits
this description.
I find her marriage admirable because
it slashes through any preconceived notions of feminism. She shows that it is
okay to be married, it doesn't make you
a sellout or any less of a feminist.
Steinem uses her feminist beliefs in her
daily decisions, and she doesn't conform
herself to any rigid ideals of what a feminist should be.
Answering the obvious question of
hypocrisy, Steinem said in a release, "I
hope this proves what feminists have
always said--that feminism is about the
ability to choose what's right at each time
of our lives." Nicely said. She got married on her own time, in her own terms
(it certainly was not for money), the way
a true feminist should.
As one could figure by this point, I
consider myself to be a feminist, though
I probably don't fit the usual description.
What made me most proud of Steinem's

marriage is that she kept her own name.
She also shows that women who claim
to be feminists can be, or can want to be
married and still keep their identity.
I can recall a class a discussion on
marriage that exposed many of the preconceived notion of what a feminist is.
Most of the girls said they would either
take their husband's name, or hyphenate
it with their own upon marriage. I
however, was the only one who complained that taking a name seemed like
losing my own identity, and that if anything, I would see if he would take mine.
I was greeted with blank stares and looks
of dismay and confusion. Where was
Gloria when I needed her? Because at
that point, no one seemed to realize that
equal relationships can, and do, exist.
Either you forked over your essence, or
you just did not get married.
Like a Democratic convention, feminism is a big tent of inclusion. Feminists
come in all forms and in all degrees, from
the "natural-looking" man-haters, to the
married women who make their own
decision to work in the home. One simply cannot judge a feminist based on an
outdated opinion... or the size of the diamond on her wedding ring.

"LOGGER OLYMPICS"

"We're excited about
freshman boys."
—Erica Dobney and
Heather Susbauer-

"I'm excited about getting m
name spelled right ia Ph

—Tiffany Picard—

"I'm fascinated to see how
UPS students will mobilize
in the global stance against
the man and to see what
great cardigans the Gap has
on sale this weekend."
—Stephanie Mackley

"The coming ofJesus when
the real millennium occurs."
—Heather Thompson—

SUB TRAY RELAY * BOOKSTORE 500 * LOGGER DELIGHT * AND MORE!

THIS FRIDAY, 4:30, TODD FIELD
EVERYONE IS WELCOME - TEAMS NOT RE QUIRED - JUST SHOW UP!
PRIZES FOR WINNERS! SPONSORED WITH DINING & CONFERENCE SERVICES

UPS GREEK WEEKEND 2000
- OTHER El/EMS -

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

VS. WILLAMETTE 7:00PM, FRIDAY

30N3 COED BASKETBALL TOURNEY-

SAT - SIGN UP WIDAVE x4958

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO WASHINGTON/HOYT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

RSA's CASINO NIGHT - SATURDAY NIGHT AT WSC

"I am excited about the
diversity theme year, gender and sexuality, because
of the amazing speakers
and programs that it will
bring to campus."
—Laura Handy—
Photo Poll by Doug Herstad
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Editor recaps current summer happenings
JASON RONBECK

Opinions Editor
For whatever reason (my first summer after starting college, a heightened
awareness to news events due to the
presidential election, or maybe because
what happened was significant), many
of the events last summer led me to believe that it was one of the more important summers in recent years. From
Ralph Nader to abortion to Napster to the death penalty, it is
apparent that times are truly changing.
Although I did not intend to start the year with such a broad
Opinions piece that lacks any definite focus, this article should
give people an idea of where I am coming from and where my
general views stand. Additionally, this might severe as a good
refresher for those who spent the summer completely ignorant
of current events. While I will now briefly touch on many different topics, in the future do not expect such an abbreviated
and low-level analysis.
I support Al Gore for the presidency, though I will cast my
vote with hesitation. While I would like to vote for Ralph Nader,
as a responsible voter, I do not believe that my presidential
vote would best be cast on a third-party candidate. I believe
that the Democrats have shifted too far to the right, and I agree
that there needs to be reform in the government. However, for
change to truly occur, government improvement must come
from the bottom.
I ask Nader supporters to consider supporting third parties
at local and state levels, if they truly believe in reforming the
system. That is where real change will come from–Nader does
not stand a chance winning the election, but on a local level,
third-party candidates do stand a chance at winning elections
(just look at the governor of Minnesota, my home state).
Furthermore, as Nader supporters often admit, voting for
Nader is essentially giving a vote to George W. Bush. Yes,
Bush has Pat Buchanan taking some right-wing votes from
him, but Nader has far more support than Buchanan does, thus
he poses more of a threat to Gore than Buchanan does to Bush.
As positive as the reform that Nader could bring to the United

RIAA lobbied to get slipped into the Satellite Home Viewing
States, the devastation of Bush being elected far outweighs
the nonexistent chance Nader has of winning.
Act of 1999 (yes, the Satellite Home Viewing Act) that gave
As demonstrated earlier this summer in Nebraska, a onerecord companies rights to an artist's song forever. (Under the
current system the record label reserves all rights for thirty
person change in the Supreme Court (the next president is likely
to appoint between two and three Supreme Court Justices) years. An artist does not even own his or her song, unlike authors, who own rights to their text.)
could overturn the Roe v. Wade decision, which maintains a
woman's right to choose to have an abortion.
The battle comes down to a lesser of two evils: selfishly and
The Supreme Court struck down Nebraska's ban on partialillegally pirating other people's creations with Napster, or supporting a corrupt industry that robs the people it claims to repbirth abortions with a 5-4 vote. If one member of the Supreme
Court were to be replaced with a conservative justice, women
resent. Throughout the year, I expect the "Napster trend" (as
would start to slowly lose the right over their own bodies. I
numerous other pieces of software do the same thing as Napster,
cannot justify voting for Nader, knowing that if Bush is elected only better) to be a widely discussed movement.
abortion could be made illegal again.
Finally, the death penalty: Texas continues to execute more
Also this summer, the Recording Industry Association of people than any state in the country. How can we let a killer
(Texas governor George W. Bush) lead the nation? Last sumAmerica (RIAA) tried to get Napster shut down, but failed.
mer saw two fairly high-profile death penalty cases. First, Gary
Napster is an Internet program that allows users on the its computer network to freely exchange files located on their comGraham, for whom the evidence leading to his conviction was
puter. The files exchanged by Napster, MP3s, are compressed far from convincing, and second, Oliver David Cruz, a man
sound files that contain CD-quality music. Over the past year, whose intelligence tests indicate that he may not have had the
numerous universities around the United States (including
mental capacity to understand the crime he committed nor the
UPS) have banned the use of Napster on college networks.
punishment he received.
Napster has become the cheap, easy and quick alternative to
In both cases, which exemplified problems with the death
purchasing expensive compact discs from record stores.
penalty system, the Texas governor refused to delay, postpone,
As a music lover with over five hundred compact discs (and or stop the execution. It bothers me that a person who wants to
an even larger number of MP3s), I am torn on the Napster
lead the country could be so blind to such problems within the
issue. Personally, I enjoy owning the compact disc of an artist government of his own state.
I like – reading the linear notes, analyzing the artwork, and, so
There were so many other events throughout the summer
I believe, supporting the artist's career. However, as the infathat deserve mentioning, and those mentioned deserve more
mous rocker (and movie star) Courtney Love pointed out in
analysis and space. This will definitely be an exciting year for
by far the best speech I read all summer (yes, I am aware that opinions pieces
the Democratic National Convention
also took place last summer), titled,
$30 know, Z Csars
"Courtney Love Does the Math" (http://
No
-to colIaq,e,
+0
ov'n
www.salon.com/tech/feature/2000/06/
e--t,V or
14/love/index.html), the amount of
ri Pare. +o Gio
money that goes to the artist for each
Poi owe\ 441;23.
compact disc I buy is small.
Love insists that while Napster is also
stealing from the artists, music contracts
are more troublesome for most musicians
these days. Love mentioned a clause the

Youth key to future politics
AuREA AsrRo

Staff Writer
I remember those quaint
summer days of '61 when the
entire nation mobilized into
political eagerness and patriotic esteem. Kennedy
hopped along his campaign
trail to find citizens applaud
his determination and spirit
of idealism. I spent my days dreaming of his starry
brown eyes. A President who brought vigor and vision into a frustrated America became every child's
hero. Yes, those were the days...
Okay, no, I wasn't born until two decades after
1961, but I can imagine. Perhaps I've been a tad
melodramatic, but that still goes to show how disappointing modern day elections have become.
Where's the Prince Charming so epitomized in the
Lincolns, Reagans, and Kennedys of this country?
What happened to the youthful "yeehaw I'm going
to help this country succeed" persona that candidates once possessed? People shake their heads, but
they're too self-absorbed to see that it's our fault!
It's not the candidates that give elections a bad rap—
it's the government-ignorant, self-serving individuals that brush politics off as some silly periphery,
only existent to give retirees something to complain
about over tea. It is not voter apathy that hinders
the political system as much as it is laziness by a
simple-minded electorate.
It burns me up inside when my friends flip their
hair and declare in smug sophistication, "Oh, I'm

not going to vote, I don't believe in the system."
I'm sick of college kids hiding behind that cheap
cliché, saying "I don't believe in the system" as their
reason to stop sucking down bad beer for three minutes and register to vote. Eighteen-year olds don't
realize that Pop won't always be there to dish out
cash, or their beau/chick of the month around to lie
convincingly, "Baby, I like you for you." Yes, oh
yes, one day our only significant other will be the
U.S. Government. We will, I guarantee, find ourselves shaking an arthritic fist at George W. for giving millionaire Fred next door a fifteen percent additional tax cut (because it helps the economy when
rich people spend, spend, spend!) while probing the
icebox for frozen peas.
I know that one day we'll be kicking Fluffy and
cursing Al for making us cough up $200 extra dollars a month to help Maria-Gunatilika-Smith-JonesBaker-White down the street support her eleven
dependent children (because everyone needs a little
help sometimes). Surely if we feel that supporting
either Gore or Bush is sacrilegious, we'd at least be
incited to vote against Buchanan's "deport all gays,
destroy all immigrants" principle, or champion
Nader's "Hemp is like poppy seeds, not heroin"
pledge. (I know a few of you are definitely highflying that one.)
The government will become our best friend one
day whether we like it or not, and until then, take
advantage of your power as a U.S. citizen and make
a stand. Picket, boycott, quote the constitution,
VOTE. Our President could become that knight in
shining armor, but he can only be what we make
out of him.
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The Thad plunTed on Recycle()
newspaper. Do you paRT and necyle
youtz paper Too!

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915
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Regester student slammed by 'Virgin Vault'
CATHERINE CAMBRA

Staff Writer
This summer, I attended an informational meeting concerning a club affiliated with UPS in my hometown. When
the meeting adjourned and attendees
congregated for casual conversation, I
was asked where I would be living.
"I'll be living in Regester Hall," I
proudly replied, only to be met with the
exclamations, "You're staying in Regester Hall?! The 'Virgin
Vault?!' The 'Meat Locker?!' The 'Chastity Chamber?!'" My
self-esteem and sense of importance in attending the institution was crushed in nanoseconds, and I furiously flustered as I
struggled to articulate a response. I felt as though my gender
had been degraded, and I'd never been so humiliated by a
stranger in my lifetime.
I was wary as I checked my belongings into my dorm room,
heady with the knowledge that I couldn't completely start a
new chapter in my life with a clean slate—I had already been
stigmatized by my dormitory's reputation.
It's gotten to the point where I try to avoid responding to the
question of where I live, and I feel embarrassed—as though I
have to explain myself when it does come up in discussion.
When I'm introduced to someone I've never met, I make a
conscious effort to exclude the name of my hall. I've learned

that making a reference to it conjures strong reactions by nearly
everyone on campus. A friend confided that a passing mention
of her living in Regester Hall was cause for her being dismissed at parties or at any other social function.
It infuriates me that females in Regester Hall are written off
as "goody two-shoes" unworthy of social interaction. It seems
that UPS students who live elsewhere immediately think that
you're an innocent, inexperienced loaf: quintessentially, a turnoff, if you live in Regester Hall. Granted, not everyone pigeonholes the women of Regester Hall, but in the minds of the
majority of the campus populace, Regester conforms one's personality and stunts interest in sexual activity.
On top of being overwhelmed by a new environment, the
academic workload, and homesickness, I feel pressure to defy
the stereotypes associated with living in Regester Hall. And if
I didn't have such a strong sense of self, I'd feel pressure to
engage in sexual activity for the mere sake of flouting such
typecasts (but God forbid I do that and risk being called a slut,
whore, or damaged goods instead!).
It interests me that in ancient Greek and Roman societies,
independent women who refused to be possessed by men were
called virgins. In time, the term "virgin" signified a woman's
sexual abstinence and it represented the cultural belief that
women were men's property.
Historically, the assumption that males have a more hypedup sex drive than women was common. It's an old adage that
men want sex and women want love. But maybe that's not the

University failing to
promote conservation
Knows Scatzwrrz

Staff Writer
I have come to
the conclusion that
the world is definitely falling apart.
Why? Take a look
around. The air is
getting warmer.
Trees are falling,
and along with them our hopes for find,
ing cures for disease. Our clean water
supply is dwindling, and so are the numbers of species of animals. As educated
college students, we are aware of the
dangers of global warming and species
extinction. Therefore, we should be idealistic, full of plans to change the world,
and the University should use every opportunity to encourage this vision.
Unfortunately, the University of Puget
Sound is not a worthy role model when
it comes to conserving the earth's resources. First, consider the amount of
water wasted to keep this campus green.
Obviously, the earth has a finite amount
of water, although winter in Tacoma can
cause one to believe differently. Yet UPS
saturates its lawns, not to mention its
sidewalks, nearly every other day. At my
house, the sprinklers come on at 12:30
a.m., and do not turn off until around 1:15
a.m.. This is ridiculous. Experts state that
the amount of water necessary to keep
grass green is enough to fill a tuna can—
about 15-20 minutes worth. Besides,
shouldn't the water from the clouds be
factored in?
Second, look at the university's mascot. I believe the Logger is more than a
bit outdated. Sure, it reflects the history
of the area, but •on't believe we really
want to be known as vicious men with

axes tearing down trees and creating giant houses or shopping complexes in
their place. Yes, I acknowledge that the
removal of trees for human purposes is
sometimes necessary, but the Logger invokes an image of destruction and the
depressing sight of clear-cuts. The Puget
Sound area has already lost a great deal
of its beautiful forests, and to keep destroying them would cause the region
to lose its unique feel. By promoting the
Logger, we are supporting the idea of
indiscriminate logging.
Third, every day at UPS we waste
large amounts of paper, thus killing even
more trees, which I suppose would make
the Logger an appropriate mascot. As
long as we're consuming trees; he's making money. However, it is not necessary
to serve the food in the SUB on paper
plates. I realize that last year there were
problems with dishes disappearing, but
that can be solved by merely asking if
the food is to go. We pay this university
incredible sums of money each year, and
I'm sure it's possible to replace the odd
missing dish. Perhaps if money was
taken out of the enormous watering bill,
we might have enough dishes to serve
food on non-disposable flatware.
It's vital to remember that there is only
one livable planet in this solar system,
and the resources upon it are not infinite.
I imagine that many of you plan on having children, but to introduce them into
a world where breathing is next to impossible and the water supply causes
sickness would be cruel. So think now,
and leave the trees, the water, and the air
usable for the future. Can you imagine
the Northwest without the forests or the
amazing blue sky after the rain? I
wouldn't want to, and we shouldn't have
to worry about it.

issue at all—maybe the issue is that in our American society,
men aren't encouraged to express their feelings in an intimate,
safe setting. It's unfortunate, but maybe most men believe that
the only means of safely expressing their love is through sex,
so at least they can shrug it off as expressing one's manhood.
Perhaps it's this constriction that pressures men to be fixated
on sex much more so that their female counterparts.
In today's society, the media sends women mixed messages.
For example, Britney Spears, the latest pop singer phenomena,
credits her Christian upbringing and beliefs for keeping her a
virgin, and yet she relies a great deal on her over-sexualized
image to sell CDs and paraphernalia.
Many women today abstain from sexual intercourse because
of their upbringing, religious beliefs, their fear of contracting
STDs, getting pregnant, or merely not feeling ready for the
emotional consequences that accompany having intercourse.
Women shouldn't feel that they have to apologize for their
decisions regarding sex. Their decision to have or not to have
sex should be contingent upon their personal beliefs and free
from societal pressures and expectations.
And if you happen to be my fellow dormer in Regester Hall
and are confronted by a brute who inquires about your virginal
status, feel free to tell him to mind his own damn business and
realize that if he was secure in his manhood he wouldn't say
anything to make you feel insecure about your sexual activities (or lack thereof). You alone have the power to choose what
to do with your mind, heart, and body—just choose wisely.

In the U.S., one out of every ten hospital patients need
blood—one patient every 12 seconds.
Do your part, DONATE.
Blood Drive, Friday, Sept. 15
WSC 101
Sponsored by Kappa Alpha Theta
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Here's a subject you can ace. Banking at Wells Fargo is a walk in the quad with
the Student Combo' Package. It combines a range of services into one smart plan.
Sign up today at the Wells Fargo location nearest your school and you'll
rock with a free Sony Music Gift Certificate.
The Student Combo Package
Student ATM Checking
Free Student MasterCard
ATM & Check Card
Online Account Access and much more

Plus log onto wellsfargo.com/special/sweepstakes
and enter the Wells Fargo Student Combo Sweepstakes
for a chance to win a Palm m100 handheld computer.
No annual fee when linked as overdraft protection to your Wells Fargo checking account. Credit card
issued by Wells Fargo Bank Nevada, N.A. and is subject to qualification.' 2000 Wells Fargo Banks.
Members FDIC. All Rights Reserved. Palm is a trademark of Palm, Inc., or its subsidiaries.
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Preludes lacking orientation flair Vratt

JESSY BOWMAN

Assistant Opinions Editor
As a freshman coming to Puget Sound for
the first time—leaving
their home, family, bed
and duty-free washing
machine—familiarizing
themselves with their
surroundings is important. That's why I believe our Orientation program is so phenomenal. "Orienting," or giving
direction (not just pointing which way `11th and
Lawrence' is), is as good for us as it is for them.
In effect, establishing a strong foundation of
group and personal relationships with the school
and with the Northwest in general is an immense
boon to an incoming student, as well as a satisfying and worthwhile experience for upperclassmen who help to facilitate those connections.
I never realized the effect that my own Orientation program had, until I became a Passages
leader my sophomore year. Looking back, I have
discovered that it was one of the most helpful
things in establishing a sense of place and belonging to UPS, and even though I remember it
wasn't all amazingly fun and exciting at the
time, it helped.
No matter how cold it was at night on my
backpacking trip, or how ridiculous I thought
my Perspectives leader was, they helped. Passages was fun. Heck, even the square dance is
entertaining in a geeky, self-effacing kind of
way. Getting to know Tacoma as a community
through Perspectives was'also worthwhile.
And then there was Preludes.
Hmm...Preludes. The only thing that comes to
mind is sitting in a lecture hall trying to stay
awake. Any red flags coming up? No offense to
the administration, but Preludes is the one part
of my Orientation experience that I remember
with a big cloud of boring and disappointing
doubt lingering overhead.
Maybe it's different now. When I was a freshman, we read stories and took notes. We talked.
We went to a lecture and "took notes." Then

we talked about that. We played some icebreaker
games, but honestly, after Passages, any icebreaker that didn't include M&M's or throwing
a ball around outside was severely anticlimactic. And I can't determine why on Earth we
would spend so much money for freshman to
sit in a classroom day after day so the only thing
they learn is that four other people from their
floor can read.
Granted, it is important to foster a sense of
classroom-oriented facilitation, so we don't all
freak out on the first day of Calculus 121 or
forget how to write without a word processor.
But really, I think one day would probably suffice. As a freshman, I didn't complain (out loud,
that is). But it was a general feeling of resentment amongst my fellow first-years as we debated sleeping in or trudging to McIntyre for
the third time. "Why are we sitting through this
when we could go outside, play ultimate Frisbee
and foster burgeoning lifelong relationships, and
find a niche in our campus community instead?"
As a Passages leader, I often ask my Passagees
what their interpretation of Orientation is.
"Great," they usually say. "We had fun; we went
to this place for Perspectives. Passages has been
cool so far," etc. What about Preludes? I always
ask, inevitably. And I get a few seconds of silence in fervent calculation. Should they tell me
their real opinion, or say it was "okay" in case I
tell the authorities (or administration)? Nine
times out of ten I get a tentative "It was okay..."
and then I relate my own experience.
Once I open up I've found my opinion generally agreed with. "Preludes is boring—they
make us sit in a classroom forever, we don't do
anything, I didn't even go after the first day,
why do we have to do it?" and so on. I never
know how to answer, save that it's all part of
Orientation, all part of the college experience.
But then again, don't we get enough of the actual "college" part of the college experience
once we begin?
I can see the worth in going off campus to
help the community and orient ourselves with
Tacoma. I think Passages is one of the best programs a school can offer, and it's important to

establish a relationship with the Northwest and
other students in a more informal and peaceful
setting. However, I fail to see as much value in
Preludes. If the purpose of Orientation is "direction," then what purpose does Preludes play,
aside from orienting us to the classrooms we'll
too-soon inhabit?
I would say then, that the basic point is worthwhile—but there is no basic point. We sit in a
classroom, take notes and converse with people
we already live with. If we were with random
selections of kids from other dorms, maybe we
could at least meet some new people while sitting in cow-faced complacency. But we don't.
If we read controversial articles or discussed
heated topics we were concerned about, maybe
we'd enjoy discussions and debates that made
us want to expand our minds and develop more
open opinions and experience new thoughts. But
we don't. I don't know if these were hopeful
purposes—if so I should applaud the school for
attemping—but so far it's been unsuccessful.
Perhaps I'm missing the essential value of
Preludes itself. I would love to discover a diamond-in-the-rough aspect of this part of orientation that makes it shine. If there is some grand
purpose—wonderful. At this juncture I fail to
see it, and haven't seen any glimmer of it yet.
So maybe Preludes could do with a touch-up. I
don't know what would make it more useful, but
I know. that it could be less boring and more desirable. Maybe note-taking and lecture `practice'
isn't the best way to introduce new students to
our campus. Personally, I think we all have
enough of that to last us a collegiate lifetime.
So what can we do? I'm not suggesting a complete ousting of the third part of the Orientation
program; I'm simply suggesting an alteration. If
it's so evident that Preludes isn't as exciting or
memorable or even intrinsically worthwhile as
the other two components, perhaps it's time we
start looking for ways to make it better. Orientation at UPS is, after all, something we do better
than almost anyone else, and I think there's a
reputation to uphold. We should then try to improve what might be lacking, thereby making it
the best experience we can.
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Citizens of United States territory deserve election rights
GEOFF ZEIGER

Political Columnist
Leave it to Attorney General Janet Reno to
guard us all against the evil forces of democracy
and fairness. Judge Jaime Pieras ruled last week
that Puerto Ricans, as United States citizens,
have a right to vote in the upcoming Presidential election. Fortunately, Reno, stalwart Defender of the American Way, has vowed to appeal the ruling.
Reno is right, of course, in a strictly legal sense. Nowhere does the
Constitution provide for voting by people who are not residents of a state.
As a territory, Puerto Rico gets only a non-voting delegate in Congress,
and may not vote in Presidential elections at all.
However, the precise wording of the law notwithstanding, Reno is dead
wrong. There is no reason to disenfranchise Puerto Ricans simply because of their place of residence. It is not as though they are citizens of a
foreign country; they are American citizens and should be granted the
rights that come with that status.
Of course, Puerto Rico does get certain unique benefits as a territory
that some would argue justify the denial of voting rights. There is no
income tax in the island, and it benefits from U.S. protection and trade
policy without bearing much of the financial cost. However, Puerto Rico

is also denied services like social security and welfare that other people
take for granted. The reality is that Puerto Rico pays most of its own way
through local taxes. The island has also been offered the prospect of statehood several times and has turned it down by the narrowest of margins in
public votes.
Still, the reason for defeat was not that Puerto Ricans have no interest
in mainland politics (it should also be noted that we mainlanders often
have no interest in politics either), but rather that there is a strong independence movement in the colony.
In fact, the statehood forces and the independence groups are nearly
evenly matched. In such an environment, it makes very little sense to
deny them a voice within the country's politics simply because some
residents want an even bigger voice in their affairs.
To be fair, many in the independence movement have raised concerns
about the prospect of voting in the U.S. race because they fear it is a step
toward statehood, but that need not be the case. What is needed, perhaps,
is another amendment like the one that finally allowed Washington, D.C.
to have a voice in elections without becoming a state.
The present situation is a blatant violation of basic principles of human
rights. Gregorio Igartua de la Rosa, the Puerto Rican lawyer whose suit
resulted in Judge Pieras' ruling, declared that Reno's appeal "is against
the national democratic principles of the United States." Surely our Attorney General has better things to do with her time than defend us from
Puerto Ricans seeking to express their political opinions.
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Pretty please, with a Chihuly on top

Today isNational "Lets Go Nuts" Day

INTRODUCING THE 2000-01
COMBAT ZONE EDITORS...
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by Dickie Cornwall
A blank canvas hangs above
the fireplace in a conservatively decorated room. The
canvas has no frame. No paint.
No sign of use. In fact, from
the lower right corner dangles
a price tag, obviously overDickie Cornwall
looked or forgotten. I stop and
ponder the "picture," asking myself, "Is this a joke?" or "Am
I missing something here?" But no clues come. Only a blank,
white canvas, waiting to be painted upon, hangs over the fireplace.
"Thank you for inviting me here today, Ms. Finklebean." I
say as politely as possible.
Without answering me, my host and co-Combat Zone editor walks to the canvas above the fireplace. Touching the canvas with her left hand, she bows her head, covers her heart
with her right hand and mumbles incoherently. I strain to
hear, yet I can't quite make out what she is saying- something
about the "Facts of Life." Suddenly, she screams and collapses to the ground.. I rush to her side to see if she is alright.
Before I get to her, though, a butler rushes in through the door.
He pushes me aside, scoops up the unconscious Ms.
Finklebean, hoists her over his shoulder and the two exit
through the same door I had entered through.
I'm left alone in the room. Minutes tick by. I do not know
what to do. Do I go investigate? Inquire at to Ms. Finklebean's
health? Or do I wait? I try the doors, only to find them locked.
My only option is to wait. Minutes turn into hours. Hours
into days. Days into months. Judging as best I can (the lack

Ale

by Suzy Finklebean
My first impressions of
Dickie Cornwall, my Combat
Zone co-editor, are a bit odd.
Dickie showed up at my door
last week, wearing plaid overSuzy Finklebean
alls and carrying a yardstick.
Wearing a peculiar grin on his face, he said, "I have
work to do." He pointed at the yardstick. "It's for measuring."
Dickie then set about trying to determine the volume of
my apartment. This took him about 8 hours; meanwhile, I
watched the "Facts of Life" marathon. After he had his
results, I suggested we discuss the the upsoming issue of
The Trail. Dickie sneered, took a jar of blackberry jam
from my kitchen, and proceeded to lock himself in the storage room of my apartment building.
The apartment manager says this classifies as some criminal act, but I keep getting threatening notes informing me
to leave him alone. Dickie Cornwall gives me the creeps. I
want records on him. Soon I will call the police.
of windows makes it virtually impossible for me to judge time)
I have now been locked in this room for two months, 23
days, seven hours and 46 minutes (give or take a few days). I
plead to anyone who finds this letter, please deliver it to the
Trail office at the University of Puget Sound. Let them know
that Ms. Finklebean is holding me hostage in her house! I
beg of you...for the love of humanity! Stop Finklebean before it's too late.

Poop on a string
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PLAZA A mcnt
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"Coin-operated mechanical deer"
—John Doe—
Deer Lover

"An illuminated statue of
Terry Cooney"
—Terry Cooney—
Future President of UPS

"Good ol' fashioned shoe
shine."
—Dr. Martin—
Creepy

-cartnit avvi• ►id the werrfd

- Blockbuster opens new store in hopes of ruining family
business two blocks east on 6th Avenue
-Board of Directors decides on new school colors: In honor of Dale Chihuly,
TIPS colors will match the glass sculptures in 'Wyatt Hall.
Chihuly Fridays To take effect next week
-Amazingly accurate drawing of a face found on wall of 2000 yearold cave in Israel: debate rages over whether the face belongs to
to Michael Smith., Langlow RA

Professor/Celebrity Look Alike

WEATHER REPORT
Following a recent brainstorm on
campus, Facility Service experts angrily
waded through a cerebral wasteland.

Michael Burley
Eng lish Professor

ode

'Mahir
Turkish Superstar

"Money Changers!!!"
Jim Davis—
Fond of the coin-operated deer

"I think about my mom
all the time"
—Ryan Mello—
Lonely ASUPS President

The Editors of the Combat Zone are sponsoring
a contest to name the glass sculpture in Wyatt
Hall. Submit entries in from of Trail Office
(Basement WSC, room 011).

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL WORK and has been physically set apart from the rest of
the paper. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of
The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, and concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound.

—Ryan Mello's Mom?—
Confused

